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The contemporary globalized world characterizes the rapid population growth, its
significant concentration in cities, and an increase in the urban population. Currently,
many socio-cultural, economic, environmental, and other challenges are arising in modern
cities, negatively affecting the state of the urban environment, health, and quality of life.
There is a need to study these problems in order to solve them. Urban Green Areas (UGAs)
are a part of the social space and a vital part of the urban landscape. They act as an
environmental framework of the territory and a factor ensuring a more comfortable
environment of human life. This study aims at substantiating the importance of the
UGAs, identifying the spatiotemporal dynamics of their functioning, and transforming
changes in their infrastructure given the expansion of their functions. This research was
carried out as a case study of the second city in Ukraine, Kharkiv. The authors developed
and used an original integrated approach using urban remote sensing (URS) and GIS for
changes detection to evaluate the current state and monitor spatial transformations of the
UGAs. We used several GIS platforms and online resources to overcome the lack of digital
cadastre of the thematic municipal area of Kharkiv. This resulted in the present original
study. The study analyses the dynamics of the spatial and functional organization of the
UGAs according to the Master Plans, plans, maps, and functional zoning of the city for the
period from 1867 to 2019. The peripheral green areas became important after the large-
scale development of the extensive residential areas during the rapid industrial
development in remote districts of the city. They provide opportunities for population
recreation near living places. Central UGAs are modern, comprehensively developed
clusters with multidisciplinary infrastructure, while the peripheral UGAs are currently being
developed. The use of URS/GIS tools in the analysis of the satellite images covering
2000–2020 allowed identifying the factors of the UGAs losses in Kharkiv and finding that
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UGAs were not expanding and partially shrinking during the study period. It is caused by
the intensive construction of the residential neighborhoods, primarily peripheral areas,
infrastructure development, and expansion of the city transport network. Nonetheless,
some sustainable trends of UGA functioning without more or less significant decrease
could be proved as existing in a long-term perspective. The authors analyzed and
evaluated changes and expansion of the UGAs functions according to modern social
demand. The research value of this is the usage of different approaches, scientific sources,
URS/GIS tools to determine the UGAs transformation in the second-largest city in Ukraine
(Kharkiv), to expand and update the main functions of UGAs and their role in the
population’s recreation. The obtained scientific results can be used to update the
following strategies, programs, and development plans of Kharkiv.

Keywords: urban green areas, landscape and recreational zones, spatial and functional organization of the city,
functions of urban green areas, GIS, urban remote sensing, Ukraine, Kharkiv

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most characteristic features of contemporary society is
the rapid growth of cities and the continuously growing population
rate, which leads to the intensification of information exchange and
dynamic processes acceleration in the highly urbanized world. In
this regard, residents of large cities suffer from emotional stress and
fatigue, mainly due to increasing population density and many
social problems and troubles. This fact leads to the increased
demand for recreation, particularly for the green areas within
the city, which are a necessary component of creating healthy,
sustainable, and habitable cities, as highlighted in the report of the
WHO Regional Office for Europe “Urban Green Space
Interventions and Health” (WHO Regional Office for Europe,
2017a). The planning of cities worldwide is based on the
sustainable development paradigm, enabling them to respond to
the global environmental crisis by “greening.” The availability of
urban greenery is considered key to urban sustainability progress in
ecological, economic, and social terms (Du and Zhang, 2020). The
availability of accessible and attractive green spaces is an integral
part of the cities’ quality of life (Van Herzele and Wiedemann,
2003). UGAs are essential for the well-being of the population: the
higher the people’s income, the larger the total area covered by
green areas, the better the quality of these spaces, and the greater
the number of private green areas (De la Barrera et al., 2016). As a
component of urban greening or “green infrastructure,” UGAs are
an important part of public open spaces and public services
provided by cities that can serve as means of improving public
health. They should be easily accessible to all population groups
and fairly distributed within a city (WHO Regional Office for
Europe, 2017b). Notoriously, UGAs are an integral part of the city’s
structure. They affect the population’s living conditions by
performing various sanitary, hygienic, and decorative planning
functions. UGAs have a crucial role in ensuring the sustainability of
the urban environment; they act as an environmental framework of
the territory, a factor in providing a healthy (optimal) living
environment, a place for recreational activities, and so forth.
The supply level of the city’s population with green areas and
their territorial distribution is an important task for local

authorities and scientists to improve urban planning and
strategic cities development.

It is commonly accepted that UGAs make a key performance in
providing sustainability of the urban environment. Therefore, their
distribution in a particular city and the relevant spatiotemporal
dynamics should be a prime concern for municipalities. According
to the information available from open sources, Ukraine lost
almost 965,000 ha of its stand of trees only in 2001–2019,
corresponding almost to 9% of the total national stand, if
compared with the value in 2000. Although these values mainly
concern the rural forest stand, this common trend obviously could
not keep urban greening intact. Nonetheless, representative
relevant research based on digital tools and technologies has not
been accomplished for any urban territory in Ukraine yet.

A brief analysis of previous research demonstrates the considerable
attention to studying the specific aspects of the green areas
functioning. Much attention is paid to the study of certain aspects
of sustainable urban development, including the planning structure of
cities and the importance of recreational areas (Morar et al., 2016;
Morar et al., 2019; Wolff and Haase, 2019; Snep et al., 2020; Morar
et al., 2021a; Morar et al., 2021b; De Haas and Hassinkstuiver., 2021;
Guenat et al., 2021; Rostang et al., 2021), implementation of the
development strategies of Ukraine’s regions (Niemets K. et al., 2018),
and regional development on the whole (Niemets et al., 2019c). In
particular, Barrera et al. (2016) considered UGAs from the standpoint
of the environmental framework of the territory. They evaluated the
location planning and quality of UGAs based on the example of the
Metropolitan Region of Santiago (Chile). They used such indicators in
terms of the region as a whole and its municipalities as the total area of
green zones per capita, quality of green areas. Garcia-Garcia et al.
(2020) studied the problems of greenery planning in Madrid (Spain)
during the twentieth century. The authors characterized three cases;
described the preconditions of the urban project, planning evolution,
and current situation; and compared the positions of UGAs. They
developed quality index of urban green areas’ AMF, which is the sum
of such blocks such as “accessibility,” “maintenance,” and
“functionality.” Khoshtaria and Chachava (2017) considered the
UGA as a basis for creating a favorable safe living situation,
revealed the problem of greenery reduction and degradation in
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three resorts in southern Georgia, and assessed the protective role
of greening from such natural disasters as torrential rains.
Neuvonen et al. (2007) considered the recreational and tourist
attractiveness of the UGA. They conducted a sociological survey on
the recreation frequency in green areas, the types of human
activities there, and the distance to green areas in Helsinki
(Finland). Based on the example of Craiova city (Romania),
Cianga and Popescu (2013) characterized the city’s parks,
identified attractive green areas for tourists, and analyzed the
characteristics of the green areas as tourist destinations and
prospects for the tourist function development of green areas.

The application of methods and data of GIS, remote sensing,
and spatial analysis for forest and UGAs changes was carried out
by Valjarević et al. (2018), Jalkanen et al. (2020), and Zheng and
Wu (2021). In particular, Jalkanen et al. (2020) used spatial
prioritization methods to determine the importance of the
UGAs. La Rosa (2014) evaluated the availability of UGAs in
Catania (southern Italy) by simple distance indicators. Measuring
accessibility made it possible to choose the specific usage of areas’
types for highly accessible open spaces, especially those
characterized by significant proximity to residential areas. Van
Herzele and Wiedemann (2003) presented an integrated
indicator designed based on a GIS model for monitoring the
urban greenery supply in terms of quantitative and qualitative
objectives. Chang and Liao (2011) proposed an integrated
modeling system, assessing the distribution of public facilities
(including UGAs) to ensure spatial equity in urban development.

Among the studies of green areas of Ukraine’s cities, Sholok
(2014) analyzed the greening features of large cities in Ukraine
(particularly Donetsk, Kharkiv, Odessa, and Lviv) and the problems
of spatial formation of the UGAs. Nazaruk and Zhuk (2014)
characterized the social and ecological research algorithm of small
towns of the Lviv region. The greenery condition in the cities and
suburban areas is considered within the complex environmental
monitoring of the urban environment. Levitska (2017) characterized
green areas in terms of the planning structure transformation of
Ivano-Frankivsk, provided a classification of green areas, compared
the current green areas supply in accordance with state building
codes. She analyzed the survey of the city’s population regarding the
degree of the UGA supply and considered alternative ways to solve
urban problems. Mezentsev et al. (2020) revealed some issues of
distribution and representation degree of different types of public
spaces in different planning zones and areas of urban importance.
They considered the features of participatory urban planning in
Kyiv. Despite the significant relevance of the UGA research, the lack
of such research for the Ukrainian cities requires the activity
actualization in this direction. Our research aims to identify the
spatiotemporal dynamics of UGAs functioning, their infrastructure
transformation, and the expansion of their functions in the Kharkiv.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Theoretical Background
The theoretical background of the study of specific areas of Kharkiv
(Ukraine) and their UGAs are based on the theoretical and
methodological developments analyzed and used in this study.

Urban and suburban green areas form complex UGAs,
considered a single system of the urban and suburban green
areas, which are a kind of the environmental framework of the
city planning structure. They perform recreational, sanitary,
aesthetic, and social functions and create a healthy environment
for work, sports, and recreation (Kucheryavyy, 2005). UGAs are
areas in settlements and beyond, covering all types of greenery,
natural landscapes, and water spaces and providing an optimal
environment for harmonious spiritual and physical development,
work, life, and population’s recreation (Shmyh et al., 2010, p. 100).
According to the National Recreation and Parks Association
(NRPA), a standard neighboring park should be connected to the
community by roads and sidewalks; provide easy access, especially
for children and the elderly; and be at least 0.25 miles from home
(National Recreational and Park Association, 2021).

The value of the UGAs for the urban system is significant. All
objects of the UGAs are divided into three main categories by
purpose and perform important functions, summarized in
Figure 1.

2.2 Methodical Background
The authors used general and specific scientific methods in their
study to establish the spatiotemporal dynamics of the UGAs
functioning, their infrastructure transformation, and the
expansion of their functions based on the example of Kharkiv.
The authors applied the following methods:

• IInduction and deduction methods (for logical
understanding and processing of available data and
information about UGAs, their state, functions, and
transformations).

• IComparison method (the authors used this method at
almost all stages of the study to determine the current
state of the UGAs and compare their development level).

• IMethods of analysis and synthesis (to study the individual
components of the UGA and form a holistic view on the
UGA features in Kharkiv),

• IRetrospective method (to analyze the plans of Kharkiv for
different time periods and describe the objectives and goals
of the Development Strategies of Kharkiv).

• IVisualization method (the authors used this method in
combination with the graphical method to manifest the
dynamic changes in the UGAs for different time periods).

• IContent analysis method (to analyze the spatial changes
and transformations of the UGAs of Kharkiv and
investments volume in the park areas development of the
city in 2020).

GIS analysis is the most effective tool for establishing the
current state and monitoring the spatial transformations of
the UGAs.

2.2.1 Backgrounds and Conceptual
Framework
Urban territories are one of the most dynamically changed,
existing land use types. Global mapping and thematic
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classification of urbanized areas are challenging because of the
lack of spatiotemporal information in the traditional (analog)
sources concerning changes in these areas. Derivative tracing of
the UGAs’ dynamics within the mentioned built-up territories
makes this necessity even more complicated. In this regard,
satellite image processing with further involvement of
Geoinformation System (GIS) tools can hardly be overvalued.
So far, there have been many examples of this technique’s

implementation realized on the global, national, regional, and
local scales. Existing digital layers, made using global satellite
images, are reported in relevant papers (Bartholomé and Belward,
2005; Gamba and Herold, 2009; Potere et al., 2009; Gonga et al.,
2013; Ban et al., 2015). A quite representative paper of research on
the urban green footprint at the national scale is an introduction
of an innovative algorithm. The approach of this algorithm is to
separate the fraction of green areas extracted from Landsat 5 TM/

FIGURE 1 | Categories and functions of city’s green areas (compiled according to data) (Degorska (2004); Cianga and Popescu, 2013).
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8 OLI global coverage using data mining tools (Roy et al., 2014;
Kuang and Dou, 2020). Derivative results of the remote sensing
applications could be employed at the regional level of UGA
studies, where the research area would cover several urban
locations at once within a region not large enough. Thus, we
have to refer to a relevant example (Tyrväinen et al., 2005). There
was little research affiliated with the local level, the one-city scale,
and considering the limits of this text space, we have to recall only
some Successful city, 2021 examples: Kunming (southwestern
China) (Zhou and Wang, 2011), Delhi (India) (Gupta et al.,
2012), Deyang (China) (Ma et al., 2018), Shanghai (China) (Du
et al., 2017), Fuzhou (China) (Cai et al., 2019), and Karachi
(Pakistan) (Batool et al., 2019).

If urban green areas are a subject of some integrative practice
for supporting managed development of a city, the well-being of
its residents, and the sustainability of a whole urban ecosystem,
they should be described by a number of qualitative and
quantitative parameters. Using only GIS without updated
satellite or airborne data could produce limited results and
conclusions (Gemann-Chiari and Seeland, 2004; Ragab, 2014).
Mentioned parameters can be obtained only as a united result, as
we already emphasized above, if applying remotely sensed
imageries and various options of GIS functionality, with which
the descriptors that are efficiently useful in objective evaluation of
spatial green and built-up patterns and their relationships can be
obtained (Senanayake et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014; Du et al.,
2017; Lang, 2018; Batool et al., 2019).

Some combined approach introduced in the two consequent
publications was consisted of processing the satellite data of high
resolution together with employing regional airborne survey
results (Schofer and Lang, 2006; Lang et al., 2007), and it can
be considered as the application at the local level too because it
toughly targeted only the territory of Salzburg, Austria. Using
QuickBird imageries, these authors provided the object-based
classification approach and then calculated some weighted
indexes as a parameter describing the ratio between the built-
up and green areas. This approach was then developed further in
relevant studies that presented the definition of green indexes and
outlined a neighborhood level for the index computing because a
neighborhood is an areal outline for greening practice (Gupta
et al., 2012), while monitoring of UGAs in Salzburg was
continued after employing QuickBird by WorldView-2 (2010)
and Pleiades-A (2015) resulting imageries (Lang, 2018). These
examples that illustrate extracting green regularities from the
satellite data processed by GIS present representative case studies
for the content of our study. Herein, we also aim to represent
those formalizing tools that can effectively identify sustainable
spatiotemporal dynamics of UGAs depending on various urban
configurations.

The traditional in situ measurements of urban green areas
usually provided the common city scheme of 2D distribution of
trees over a given territory. Clearly, it was not only time-
consuming but also labor-expensive. Using the modern remote
sensing approach, the same thematic research [2D structure,
distribution and change detection (CD)] can be effectively
accomplished with several spectral bands and numerous
vegetation indexes of the Landsat TM data (Chen and

Gillieson, 2009), if only we do not have to enter into the 3D
domain of urban greenness, where other sensors, than those
mentioned above, should be involved—Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) software and hardware (Huang et al., 2013).
If involved in urban studies, this technique can detect, extract,
and model various unique features due to the ability of a scanning
laser to generate a 2D/3D view of existing environmental reality.
This characteristic of the LiDAR approach luckily correlates with
the ability of contemporary GIS platforms to simulate the urban
environment as some 3D scenes.

Even if we have a background in LiDAR applications for urban
studies, including relevant options for green volume analysis, we
had to avoid the techniques of 3D modeling and analysis due to
the lack of airborne LiDAR data covering our area of interest
(AOI). Nonetheless, we employed the functionality of change
detection in LiDAR point clouds for applications to the
photogrammetric clouds extracted from the Landsat global
coverage data. Our earlier developed CD-based functionality
targeted for LiDAR surveys over urban areas can be explained.
This tool processed and compared two point clouds (primary and
secondary). It delineated the exact locations of changes and
provided a report with change details. This tool was strongly
based on the feature extraction functionality because the changes
are presented as 3D models. Its technique consisted of the
following steps: 1) processing and classification of the two sets
of LiDAR data collected in two different time periods; 2)
comparing points assigned by the classes of buildings and
trees, finding geometric changes, and saving a report as a
database file; 3) providing additional info about the found
changes; 4) displaying both changes and point cloud data in
Cesium 3DTiles. Later on, we adopted this technique exactly for
photogrammetric point clouds if a given point density satisfies the
processing requirements. Nonetheless, CD as a cloud-based
method is presented in this research as a supplementary one,
while the change detection of UGAs, grounded on the
thematically classified images (taking only satellite image R, G,
B bands for CD) as with their pre- and post-processing, has been
chosen as a primarymethod.We only used the 2D visualization of
urban green pattern changes to remain within the objective and
scope of our research, which is to evaluate changes in the urban
stand loss (USL) within an official boundary of a large city for a
long period of time (2000–2020) as on a yearly basis. The outlined
research task can be resolved on the basis of our original
multifunctional urban remote sensing (URS) approach
(Kostrikov et al., 2020a; Kostrikov et al., 2020b) combined
with the strong spatial aspect of a full-format GIS-platform
functionality.

2.2.2 Overall Approach and Data
Our research aims to study the long-term dynamics of UGAs in a
large city. In particular, it focuses on providing the originally
combined URS/GIS approach resulting in CD identifications
within UGAs. An applied objective of the study was to
identify the total green area covered with urban vegetation in
a given year, then spatially compare it with a relevant
characteristic related to the following year, and finally estimate
either negative or positive changes per year. The CD
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identifications have been based on key points introduced in
relevant fundamental works: image preprocessing, thematic
classification, post-processing, and accuracy assessment
(Anderson et al., 1976; Strahler et al., 2008).

The initial data as preliminarily processed satellite imageries,
which overlap a period of more than 20 years (2000–2020), were
obtained from the Earth Observing System (EOS) Data Analytics
company (https://eos.com)—the global and the biggest Ukrainian
provider of remote sensing data sources. While choosing the
mentioned URS data, we considered the existing references due to
the applicability of the Landsat images as the results of the
medium-resolution sensors broadly acceptable and preferable
for both monitoring the areas not large enough or for a
selected city (Kaplan, 2019) and mapping forest vegetation
and change detections in its various classes itself, through
diverse approaches, within the different environmental zones
(Lu et al., 2004; Makela and Pekkarinen, 2004; Banskota et al.,
2014; Millard and Richardson, 2015; Schott et al., 2016).

The Kharkiv urban green areas were defined by green
coverage parcels of open space in urban forests, parks,
gardens, and residential areas and along roads and other
traffic corridors. The extent of UGAs for Kharkiv and its
nearest suburbs was extracted from 13 datasets of Landsat 7
(ETM+) multiband imageries (30 m resolution per pixel, the
period of 2000–2012) and from eight datasets of Landsat 8 (OLI/
TIRS) (15 m resolution per pixel, the period of 2013–2021). All
datasets included L1T images. Table 1 shows a dataset
extraction, a path/raw combination, a sensor type and a path
on a circle day, and common combinations of bands plied to a
sensor.

All data sources were obtained from the EOS satellite images of
the low-/average-/high-resolution repository through a web link
https://eos.com/landviewer/?lat=49.99719&lng=36.25102&z=10

and a relevant web interface (Supplementary Figure S1). The
imageries were already set up as systematic-ortho satellite
imageries and computed for pan sharpening. Generally, we
employed the most suitable images, cloud free and taken from
the same month or as close as possible. We selected almost all
Landsat datasets during a warm season of a corresponding year,
while a certain date was chosen due to the condition of cloudiness
of fewer than 5%. The only dataset accepted as inaccurate was the
Landsat 8 image of 16 March 2015. This image exposed no green
alterations compared to the previous year (2014), while the CD
processing technique was applied. Therefore, we had to complete
a given pair of years as “2016 vs. 2014” and identify changes
within this period.

The image processing results were compared for data accuracy
assessment with various land-use, urban, and human
geographical layers available from the Open Street Map
(OSM) community through a web link https://download.
geofabrik.de/europe/ukraine-latest-free.shp.zip.

Thus, through chosen data, conceptual frameworks, and the
elaborated overall approach as URS/GIS, we provided the
research focus on the green areas change detection in response
to expansion of built-up areas and urban infrastructural
networks. The CD techniques were accomplished primarily by
land use/thematic classifying mapping (e.g., Yang et al., 2003)
and, secondary, within a few selected year pairs by comparing
relevant photogrammetric clouds preliminary extracted from the
same data sources. The second CD-processing option was chosen
for data accuracy assessment only. This change detection pipeline
was a derivate of our original CD technique briefly described
above due to LiDAR point cloud processing. The upgraded
versions of the EOS geospatial web services, LandViewer (LV,
an imagery browser with 700million km2 of imageries, 14 built-in
spectral indexes, and with an option of a few seconds only to find

TABLE 1 | Landsat datasets from which the extents of urban green areas in Kharkiv have been retrieved.

Image date Path/raw Sensor/path
on circle day

Common combinations of
bands applied to

a sensor

10.05.2000 177/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/14 4, 3, 1
16.07.2001 177/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/14 4, 3, 1
10.07.2002 178/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/5 4, 3, 1
13.07.2003 178/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/5 4, 3, 1
26.09.2004 177/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/14 4, 3, 1
22.10.2005 178/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/5 4, 3, 1
16.04.2006 178/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/5 4, 3, 1
06.06.2007 178/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/5 4, 3, 1
21.09.2008 177/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/14 4, 3, 1
06.07.2009 177/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/14 4, 3, 1
13.10.2010 177/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/14 4, 3, 1
01.06.2011 178/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/5 4, 3, 1
05.07.2012 178/25 Landsat 7 (ETM+)/5 4, 3, 1
02.09.2013 178/25 Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS)/13 6, 5, 4
24.11.2014 178/25 Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS)/13 6, 5, 4
16.03.2015 178/25 Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS)/13 6, 5, 4
25.08.2016 178/25 Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS)/13 6, 5, 4
09.06.2017 178/25 Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS)/13 6, 5, 4
31.08.2018 178/25 Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS)/13 6, 5, 4
17.07.2019 178/25 Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS)/13 6, 5, 4
05.09.2020 178/25 Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS)/13 6, 5, 4
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a required image) and Forest Monitoring (Supplementary
Figures S2, S3), were employed for preprocessing, processing
(supervised classification and thematic classification mapping),

and post-processing. This software implies user’s customization
for specified research and developing. We performed such
customization, while the CD technique was applied for the

FIGURE 2 | Overall flowchart of the combined URS/GIS approach to the spatiotemporal analysis of urban green areas.
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satellite time series data. The Landsat time series CD algorithms
(Jeevalakshmi et al., 2016; Zhu, 2017) embedded in the LV
imagery browser were one of the key components of the
overall processing approach (Figure 2). The flowchart blocks
of key nodes have been selected in bold in this illustration.
Necessarily, some common principles due to the urban
greenness classification with indexes have been applied (Tigges
et al., 2013). The LV Time Series Analysis (TSA), as some
summarization of Landsat image processing results, finalized
these processing procedures, and allowed us to analyze those
alterations in UGAs which occurred in years and produce
derivative classifications based on the primary supervised
classification. The latter employed yearly Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) threshold values and
generated the changes raster. The output of the derivative TSA
classification was the number of urban stand loss (USL) polygons
for 2000–2020.

General processing procedures can be divided into two
hyper-blocks: URS and GIS. The first block was mentioned
earlier. Within the second block, two alternative GIS projects
of the “Green Digital Kharkiv” (GDK-1, GDK-2) were
completed: one on the open-source QGIS 3.10 software
platform on the basis of OSM layers mentioned already
(GDK-1) and another one in the ArcGIS 10.2 interface
(GDK-2). If the first one was completely combined from
external layers, the second one implied its innovative
update from satellite imagery processing completed by the
LandViewer imagery browser team for several recent years
(https://eos.com/landviewer/?lat=40.68921&lng=-74.04448&z=
18&preset=highResolutionTmsSensors).

2.2.3 Methods and Techniques
The overall flowchart in Figure 2 provides an overview of the
used methods and techniques. Block units 1.1–1.4 belong to the
hyper-block of urban remote sensing, while the 1.5 block unit is a
transitional one from URS to the Geoinformation System hyper-
block. The latter consists of 2.1–2.3 block units. Some of the block
units that belong to both hyper-blocks have been briefly
examined already in the previous section of this paper, while
the other ones are introduced in this section.

All procedural block units presented in the illustration belong to
both the LV image browser and the Forest Monitoring web-service
functionalities, which are embedded in a pipeline normally hidden
from the user. Nonetheless, there is a broad range of this software
customization according to a particular research task. For example,
while providing small-scale monitoring (the most preferable for
this image browser) within a large AOI selected in the western part
of the United States, a user is free to choose a necessary band
combination to obtain either a certain vegetation index or some
other customized results (Supplementary Figure S4).

Just as in this example presented, we performed customization
of the LandViewer software functionality according to block units
1.1–1.4, which are in the overall flowchart Routine Landsat image
preprocessing accomplished in the LV interface in block unit 1.1.
Because almost all Landsat datasets are provided in the
georeferenced mode, the content of block unit 1.2 implies
geocoding our own data with at least ten ground control points

properly distributed over our AOI selected. After obtaining the
necessary GPS-based coordinates, the datasets were reprojected
according to the projection description given in block unit 1.2
(Figure 2). Image orthorectification (unit block 1.3) begins a whole
branch of Image NON-Cloud processing for CD in UGAs, as it
provides prerequisites and conditions for further processing,
classification, and post-processing in 2D mode within
1.3.1–1.3.6 sub-unit blocks as well as 2D GIS mapping through
block units 2.1 and 2.2 of the second hyper-block.

The mentioned flowchart branch was planned to be
compared with the Image Photogrammetric Cloud branch,
which is started by block unit 1.4, the only one within this
flowchart where 3D processing has been implemented. Photo
clouds have been extracted by the EOS Platform analytical
tools from KOMPSAT-3A high-resolution imageries, HRI
(0.4 m per pixel) available from the EOS HRI repository
from https://eos.com/landviewer/?utm_source=Email&lat=
41.33283&lng=-93.19336&z=4&id=S2B_tile_20211102_13TEF_
0&b=Red,Green,Blue&anti=&preset=highResolutionSensors. Pairs
of years have been chosen exclusively due to these datasets
availability: 1) 2014 (a primary target for CD) and 2016 (a
secondary target) benchmark; 2) 2017–2018; and 3) 2019–2020
only. The EOS analytical tools processing these HRI datasets
have been based on these dataset specifications (Lee et al., 2010;
SI Imaging Services, 2016). While adjusting our original
LiDAR point cloud processing technique for feature
extraction and digital elevation model generation (DEM-G)
from photo clouds, we took into account existing solutions
exactly in the subject area of forestry, which would include
some parallel applications of airborne laser scanning and
satellite photogrammetry (Pearse et al., 2018). A small
parcel (around 2.5 ha) located in the northern part of our
AOI, which was selected for UGAs CD checking based on
photo clouds in the 2014–2016 benchmark, has been visualized
in the customized EOS platform web interface. This visually
illustrates the photo cloud-based classification mapping
change detection in UGAs on a yearly basis on a large scale
(Supplementary Figure S5). Defined alterations have been
marked as the polygons bordered by red lines and with red
nodes in their vertexes.

From sub-block unit 1.3.1, the key flowchart branch of CD for
UGAs starts, and it is implemented in the 2D mode only. Because
two satellite sensors were involved in our case (Table 1), the
“collaborative scheme” is presented (Pax-Lenney et al., 2001),
according to which the content of classification should be trained
beyond the extent of the initial training dataset (sub-block unit
1.3.2). Sub-block unit 1.3.1 implicated computing a normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) as both satellite sensors
employed in our research collected key multispectral bands
[(R, G, B, and Near Infrared (NIR)]. NDVI values were
calculated by the commonly accepted routine formula:

NDVI � Near Infrared − Red

Near Infrared + Red
. (1)

Values calculated through Eq. 1 were accepted as basic
parameters for providing supervised classification within block
unit 1.3.2 by the LV image browser analytical tools and
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differentiating only three basic classes of 1) urban forests (urban
green areas), 2) built-up areas (infrastructural networks), and 3)
barren lands. While customizing the LV software for computing
NDVI by choosing its thresholds according to the research
objectives of our study, we considered existing references to
both the forest vegetation and the basic urban land use (ULU)
classes reliably mirrored by NDVI (Immitzer et al., 2012; Tigges
et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016). The key assumption is that the NDVI
value can provide us with a cue, on the base of which the urban
parcels land use was reclassified from the first class to the second or
third ones.Moreover, this cue allowed to differentiate urban forests
from both parks and gardens, as well from UGAs subclasses.

According to the datasets we had to work with in the NDVI
analysis (LANDSAT data of medium resolution: 1 pixel =
2,645833E-7 km), an area, which is even only relatively large
enough (as on the example given above—Supplementary Figure
S4) cannot be outlined due to sharp loss of accuracy. Therefore,
an image browser recommends restricting an urban area as an
NDVI-AOI to 150 km2 only, which is 2,333 times fewer than a
whole AOI (Figure 3). Thus, we had to select three NDVI AOIs
(150 + 100 + 100 km2) in order to cover all Kharkiv urban
territory in its official borders; for example, one more part of the
AOI was selected for the northern part of the urban area, where
the largest urban forests were located (Supplementary Figure
S6). Another problem of this vegetation index estimation
consisted in that fact, according to which default LV NDVI
TSA-calculating tools produced this index calculated output
bound to the LANDSAT-8 sensor for the temporal range of

July 2015–July 2020 only, although we used data for the custom
period of May 2000–September 2020 (LANDSAT 7, 8 sensors)
according to Table 1. Such NDVI progress schedule for the
central urban territory of Kharkiv, we have just referred to
above, is illustrated in Figure 4. Thus, we had to apply to the
LV Upgrade option, which allowed us to provide the user’s
customized software upgrade, what we accomplished for the
backend (with C#/Python coding) and the frontend (with JS
coding). This enabled performing processing that concluded the
whole long-time research interval to calculate NDVI in May
2000–November 2014. The negative NDVI values were accepted
as built-up areas and barren lands, while the positive ones as
UGAs. As we already mentioned, various VGA sub-classes were
distinguished within these positive values.

Sub-block unit 1.3.2 provides initiation of change detection
based on comparing results of multitemporal classifications and
on preprocessing steps made in block unit 1.1 (procedures that
allow correct comparison of the pixel spectral brightness). For the
supervised classification, all training parcels for pixels were
defined outside and inside these parcels. The nearest neighbors
algorithm (NNA), k-nearest neighbors (kNN), was applied within
the frameworks of “hard classification with supervised training”
(Franco-Lopez et al., 2001). The algorithm consists of the
following approach. If training parcels and their neighboring
parcels are located in the united spatial extent and belong to the
same class, then the parcels are defined as this class in any spatial
extent. If the area unfits to the given class, it is defined as an
unclassified one in finalizing the 1.3.2 sub-block unit

FIGURE 3 | The central part (not more than 150 km2) selected in urban territory for calculating aggregated NDVI values in a long time interval (2000–2020). The
LandViewer image browser interface.
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classification layer. The classifiedmaps are the direct result, which
is a subject to some generalization methods—either smoothing,
aggregation, or both can be provided. The result as thematic
changes is provided by the 1.3.3 Changes raster sub-block unit,
which is a derivative image of a LANDSAT dataset, and the 1.3.4
difference matrix, which describes the preliminary defined
changes in a table form.

The 1.3.5 sub-block unit LV TSA based on changes provides a
repeated TSA NDVI calculation. However, it is based on a
preprocessed image as in previous sub-block units and uses a
derivative raster. The NDVI yearly maximum mapping results
were classified and converted in the feature classes. It is an
alternative mode to sub-block unit 1.4.2 (based on photo
clouds). For the reasons of accuracy, we randomly selected
sample parcels or calculated UGAs CD polygons, in order not
to not impact training areas of the classification. In both cases, LV
Image Accuracy Assessment functionality was employed. In
addition, the total accuracy of change detection through block
unit 1.3 of the flowchart was estimated as 87–90%, while the
accepted minimum accuracy for urban remote sensing is around
85% (Anderson et al., 1976).

Sub-block unit 1.3.6, post-processing and concluding editing,
closely relates to accuracy estimation and mainly provides sieving
(remove or unite small CD polygons and classification errors as a
group of few pixels), clumping (aggregation and smoothing
boundaries of small parcels), and majority/minority analysis
(assigning a defined user’s “central pixel” either to the class of
most pixels or to the minority of pixels in the neighborhood).

The calculations based on photo clouds within the block unit
1.4 of the flowchart values of USL appeared to be quite

comparable to those estimated within the main workflow
branch (Table 2): 1) 2014 (a primary target for CD) and 2016
(a secondary target) benchmark = 63067 m2 (vs. 60462 m2 in the
block unit 1.3, thus with 4.3% of a difference); 2) 2017–2018
benchmark = 67114 m2 (vs. 63735 m2 in block unit 1.3, with the

FIGURE 4 | The aggregated NDVI progress schedule in July 2015–July 2020 for the central part (Figure 3) of the Kharkiv urban area. The graph is presented in the
LandViewer image browser interface.

TABLE 2 | Yearly USL values in 2000–2020 within the official urban territory of
Kharkiv (a graph view in Figure 7).

Year Urban
stand loss (m2)

2000 15740
2001 31459
2002 17623
2003 55032
2004 104402
2005 126678
2006 98964
2007 93614
2008 31843
2009 225649
2010 53894
2011 53105
2012 66336
2013 25840
2014 26910
2015 0
2016 60462
2017 197783
2018 63735
2019 36587
2020 106583
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same 4.3% of a difference); and 3) 2019–2020 benchmark =
112950 m2 (vs. 106583 m2 in block unit 1.3, with almost 6% of a
difference). Generally, it is quite reasonable to emphasize that the
3D-processing branch (block unit 1.4) does not produce
overestimated CD values due to USL, but the 2D-processing
branch (block unit 1.3) generates underestimated values, also
found in relevant studies (Huang et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2017).
Nonetheless, due to the lack of HRI images, the study was limited
by 2D processing.

The resulting block unit of the URS hyper-block (Figure 2) is
the block unit 1.5—vector layer of changes detected in UGA from
2000 to 2020, the Urban Stand Loss Layer. This block unit is a
transitional one to the GIS hyper-block, as already mentioned
above. It resulted in a layer of polygon features as the detected
changes in Kharkiv UGAs (Figure 5). It can be seen clearly from
this illustration that a major number of urban stand loss polygons
(USL was accepted as a united criterion of tree loss in the region
according to the approach implemented) have been identified
outside the official border of the Kharkiv urban area. They are
located in the main forest regions of the northern and
northwestern territories of city suburbs and rural areas. The
total USL value, which corresponds to the united USL within
the city border and beyond it in the nearest suburbs, which
finalizes the URS hyper-block illustration of USL parcels, is
622 ha (Supplementary Figure S7). That part of the loss
parcels, which was located in the nearest city suburbs beyond

the city border, has been examined and compared with available
regional data of deforestation in the EOS Forest Monitoring web
service (Supplementary Figure S2). However, this service does
not allow directly estimating the urban vegetation because of the
relevant lack of data. Further in our study, we eliminated all stand
loss areas outside the city border and only included areas within
the city.

Two already alternative Green Digital Kharkiv GIS projects
mentioned above were completed on two different platforms:
block unit 2.1 starts the QGIS branch (GDK-1) of the
Geoinformation System hyper-block with sub-block units
2.1.1–2.1.3, while block unit 2.2 starts the ArcGIS branch
(GDK-2) with sub-block units 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. We do not
introduce in peculiar detail the thematic content of these units
because they represent the standardized GIS -analysis and spatial
pattern delineation with well-known tools for most GIS users
(Craser et al., 2017). Nonetheless, some procedural aspects are
highlighted at the end of this section. Several resulting derivative
maps visualized in two GIS platforms summarize finalized results
of processing, modeling, and analysis for a whole workflow. It is
the content of block unit 2.3, which means the UGAs
spatiotemporal analysis output (Figure 2).

To the mentioned extent, the content of the resulting maps
should be combined on the basis of areal measurements, overlay
operations, and delineation of territories of the USL values per year.
According to the overall workflow (Figure 2), the USL polygonal

FIGURE 5 |Changes detected as the stand loss in urban green areas of Kharkiv and the nearest suburbs as an overall loss in 2000–2020. The Green Digital Kharkiv
project in the ArcGIS 10.2 interface (GDK-2).
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feature layer was initially obtained as an aggregated one, where a
year of loss could be distinguished in the standardized Digital
Number (DN) column of the layer attribute table, in which one-
and two-digit integers corresponded to a certain year in the
2000–2020 range. After updating the latest URS sources, the
Digital Kharkiv project was created on the ArcGIS 10.2
platform. The Selection => Select by Attributes tool was applied,
and the USL layer was partitioned for 20 layers on the basis of 20
selection sets of the Year attribute. The year 2015 was excluded from
the series according to the explanations provided above.

There were no tools to measure the metric values of polygon
feature areas in the first hyper-block of our workflow (Figure 2).
The initial areal measurements could be provided after importing
the resulting layer (block unit 1.5) in the ArcGIS 10.2 interface
and completing the following pipeline: ArcToolbox=>Spatial
Statistics Tools=>Utilities=>Calculate Areas.

Delineation of the USL spatial patterns within the city
boundaries finalized our methodical workflow. Relevant
techniques employ the enhanced OSM data due to the urban
land use, which are available by the QGIS module, QuickOSM (a
data query is provided within the spatial extent of Kharkiv) if we
operate within the GDK-1 GIS project.

In order to add to attribute tables of each green sub-class of the
USL data, that is, a number of stand loss polygons in each green
sub-class, it was necessary to convert polygonal features into a
centroid, a point feature of an initial polygon. For these objectives,
we applied the QGIS tool, Convert Geometry type. This tool
allowed converting all polygonal features in the corresponding
centroids with necessary georeferencing. A new layer of the urban
stand loss as the layer of centroids has been generated, which
allowed distributing all centroids to seven dominant USL classes
of the point features within the 3-year period marked as “January
1 of the first year–January 1 of the fourth year.”

Afterward, we applied the tool count points in polygons to
summarize a number of centroids in the various LU classes, as in
the green and non-green ones. This classification has been based
on the OSM data. The software prescribed the mentioned sums of
centroids to the attribute table of the green land use in the
Numpoints field. The same procedure was completed for the
layer of the city’s existing wards.

Then, it was necessary to deliver some attribute information
from the centroid layer to the vector polygonal layer of the green
land use. We used the USL data per year, which would allow
building a map of the stand loss dominant classes bound not to
the point features (USL centroids) but to the polygonal spatial
features, LU polygons, in order to obtain further in this way
spatial correspondence between the urban stand loss and a
particular class of green LU. Exactly, this procedure provides
prerequisites for the USL spatial pattern delineation.

For these purposes, firstly, we inserted in the centroid layer
attribute table ID of those LU polygons, in which centroids are
located, and completed it with the tool Join attributes by location.
Within this link of a whole pipeline described here, we obtained a
map of 10 green sub-classes corresponding to the USL dominant
classes.

In the next step, we calculated the modes, dominant USL values
for all green LU polygons according to their ID. We did it with the

Field calculator tool and the majority function. The query
expression was completed as follows: majority (year, group_by:
= united_id). In this way, those polygons, which were hit by
centroids, obtained USL values per certain 3 years (the USL
dominant temporal class mentioned above). Then, finally, the
obtained dominant values of the centroid layer were delivered
into the polygonal green land use layer by the tool of Join attributes
by field value. Thus, it enabled recognizing which dominant classes
were strongly connected with some particular green LU types. This
map is illustrated in the Results section of this article.

In the final step, the results of all previous steps were overlaid
with the centroid layer, colorized by the unique value method
(UVM). In this way, the spatial dominant classes of the urban
stand loss in Kharkiv were obtained. It is a key output of the CD-
based spatiotemporal analysis provided in our study.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 General Features of Kharkiv as a Study
Area
Kharkiv is located in the North East of Ukraine, and it is the second-
largest urban territory in the country. Latitude and longitude
coordinates are 49° 59′ N and 36° 13′ E. The city’s total area is
350 km2, and it is gradually increasing because any natural barriers
do not limit the urban expansion of Kharkiv. The city’s position
among other cities and regions of Ukraine can be illustrated by the
composite visual image of Copernicus Sentinel-2, source: geoportal
“Ukrainian Forests.” (https://forestry.org.ua) (Figure 6). The city,
with a population of just over one and a half million, is located
contiguity to the steppe and forest-steppe ecoregions. Natural forests,
which remain mainly in some areas on the northern and
northwestern outskirts of the city, are dominated by oak and
pine species, and spruce is the third predominant species.
Supplementary species are lime, maple, ash, and acacia, while
other species are dominant ones if soils are wet enough—birch,
alder, willow, aspen, and poplar. These trees complete the species
composition in urban forests, parks, gardens, and other green parcels
mainly added by fruit trees. This composition can change
significantly from one urban parcel to another one.

There is no unauthorized housing development in Kharkiv, a usual
key factor of urban deforestation. Therefore, there are no high-density
developed low-rise (2–4 stories) houses, and a dominant majority of
dwelling houses are high-rise departmental buildings (9, 12, 16, 24
stories). Planned and authorized development regulates low-rise
residential/commercial buildings, high-rise residential apartments,
and traffic corridors. The city grounds are a complicated mix of
urbanized soils and impervious surfaces. The distribution of UGAs is
determined by urban forests at the city edges, green belts of parks and
hardens in commercial zones, trees in residential urban parcels, and
street trees.

The significant scale of capital and housing construction and
the increase in the population of Kharkiv due to its development
dynamics as an industrial and cultural center in Soviet times led
to a significant expansion of the city’s boundaries. In 2012, the last
changes in the city area took place, increasing by 14% (Resolution
of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2013). Today, Kharkiv is in
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the transitional stage to post-industrial development, which is
also reflected in the planning structure, spatial zoning, urban
space transformation (Niemets L. et al., 2018; Niemets et al.,
2019a; Niemets et al., 2019b; Suptelo and Sehida, 2020).

Kharkiv is one of the greenest cities in Ukraine. It differs from
other industrial Ukrainian cities. According to official data, which
can be discussable proceeding from the results of our study, the total
area of greenery in the city is 15.4 thousand hectares (Development
Strategy of Kharkiv until 2020, 2021). Cities, where vegetation
occupies less than 10% of the city’s area, are considered
unsatisfactory in terms of landscaping, in case 40–60% of the
situation is satisfactory (Komarova, 2006). Greenery in Kharkiv is
about 44%. Each inhabitant of the city has about 106.7 sq.m of
greenery at a norm of 50 sq.m, as determined by the WHO (Badiu
et al., 2016). Throughout almost the city’s entire history, the local
authority carried out active work on its landscaping, creation of
squares and parks, gardens and boulevards, conditions formation for
health improvement and recreation, and improvement of living
conditions Kharkiv residents. The UGAs of the contemporary
Kharkiv include 29 parks, 4 gardens, 150 squares and boulevards,
and more than 500 green recreation areas. Fifteen objects of the
nature reserve fund of state and local significance occupy an area of
467.7 ha (development strategy of Kharkiv until 2030).

3.2 Analysis of Changes in Green Areas in
the Spatial and Functional Organization of
the Territory of Kharkiv
During the history of Kharkiv, starting from the first documented
plan of Kharkiv (1787) and the town-planning plan (1867), local

authorities changed these documents according to the
development and expansion of the city. The contemporary
territorial organization of functional zones of Kharkiv is
regulated by the main documents, particularly the Master Plan
of the city, functional zoning of the city, the cadastral map, and so
on. These documents, following the current legislation, are publicly
available. The City Development Strategy (concluded for 10 years)
and the City Program for Investment activities and Image Projects
(concluded for 5 years, this is an example of the medium-term
planning) reflect the state, problems, and prospects of the city
development (Official site of Kharkiv City Council, 2021a). Over
the last 30 years, four Master Plans of the territory of Kharkiv were
proposed in 1990, 2004, 2013, and 2019. The city and the territorial
organization of UGAs have changed significantly for more than
230 years. We analyze the spatiotemporal changes of the UGAs
according to Supplementary Figures S1.1–1.12.

The first plan-map of Kharkiv is dated 1787. According to this
cartographic material, the green areas were mainly suburban
(Supplementary Figure S1A). The first urban plan of Kharkiv
was developed in 1887. Accordingly, the area of Kharkiv
expanded in all directions and included most UGAs. They
were dispersed throughout the city and located in both the
center and peripheral areas. It indicates the city planners’
attention to residential and industrial areas and the areas with
infrastructural and social functions (Supplementary Material
S1A, Supplementary Figure S1B).

All the subsequent urban plans were associated with a strong
pace of industrialization. In particular, the Master Plan of the city
of 1925 highlights the 500 m green area between industrial and
residential buildings (Bagaliy and Miller, 1993) (Supplementary

FIGURE 6 | Location of the study area according to other regions of Ukraine (a source: the Ukrainian Forests geoportal https://forestry.org.ua/).
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Material S1A, Supplementary Figure S2). This city plan paid
attention to the development of park and recreational areas near
large enterprises to offset the negative impact of pollutant
emissions and implement the population’s recreational and
health function in the newly developed residential areas. There
was a visible expansion of green areas and their reorientation to
peripheral areas. The next Master Plan of Kharkiv in 1940
(Supplementary Material S1A, Supplementary Figure S3)
demonstrates the fragmentary park and recreational areas in
the city center and quite large recreational areas in the
peripheral areas. The next Master plan of Kharkiv, placed on
the terms of free access, was created in 1990 (Supplementary
Material S1A, Supplementary Figure S4).

For almost 50 years, the city’s area has been transforming.
Residential areas and transport infrastructure have been
developed. The city’s recreational areas were expanded, and
significant central park and recreational areas have been
formed, serving all city districts. Starting from the 1990s, when
creating the Master Plan of the city, the designers began to
consider not only its territory but also the situation in the
regional settlement system (with suburban and green areas).

One of the interaction results of the central city with its
surroundings is the territorial growth of buildings towards
each other in terms of urbanization processes. The “green
belt,” which must be stable and play a key role in the
environmental framework, is expanding from both the “center
city” and its satellites. Each city has its own official territory
within the delimited, demarcated, and documented boundaries.
Such territorial growth of buildings is usually not provided in the
Master Plans and schemes of district planning.

The Master Plan of Kharkiv, 2021 manifests the following
structure of recreational areas: culture and rest parks occupied
442.0 ha; city, district parks, and gardens of residential districts
had 228.0 ha; squares occupied 448.0 ha; embankments and
boulevards had 258.5 ha; and water parks and meadow parks
had 434.0 ha. This plan provided the expansion of the
recreational area in the areas of new urban construction
(Supplementary Material S1A, Supplementary Figure S5).

Nowadays, the most relevant Master Plans are the plans for 2013
(SupplementaryMaterial S1A, Supplementary Figure S6A) and that
with the changes made in 2019 (Supplementary Material S1A,
Supplementary Figure S6B). During these 5 years, Kharkiv’s
recreational areas have changed significantly. The rapid area
reduction was concerned to the territory of the “Lisopark” in the
north of the city, Oleksiyivsky meadow park, Hydropark, the greenery
area in the park zones of the city. These processes are mainly related to
the infrastructure development in park areas and housing construction.
Parts of park areas, particularly unused cemeteries, are sometimes
allocated for newconstruction. Parks and gardens of hospitals, formerly
considered restricted areas, have a public status now.

Street greening is growing rapidly and characterizes the well-
developed pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. It has a greenery
complex along the entire length, which will allow the streets to
approach the status of urban “green corridors.” Furthermore, the
transformed green areas of landfills and wastelands, forest
protection strips, and railway diversion lines, which are not
currently used, have potential elements of the green network.

The online GIS platform “Geoportal of the urban cadastre of
the Kharkiv region, 2021” (Supplementary Material S1A,
Supplementary Figure S7) allows viewing actual data on the
territory planning of Kharkiv and the land resources cadastre of
the city and the surrounding area. Such access to data is extremely
positive for the city and allows obtaining information about the
study area. The portal is still under development. Therefore, not
all potential optional list of tools is available. However, there is no
doubt that the UGAs are significantly compacted due to the
residential area development and infrastructural transformations.

3.3 Analysis of the Spatiotemporal Changes
of Urban Green Areas in Kharkiv
3.3.1 Common Issues and General Trends
We have already mentioned in the Introduction that, due to the
information from the open sources (Hansen et al., 2013;
University of Maryland, 2020; Global Forest Watch, 2021),
Ukraine lost in the period of 2001–2019 up to 9% of the total
national stand, if compared with the beginning of the
millennium. This ratio mainly concerns rural forest stands.
However, this common trend involves urban greening.
Because no research based on a digital approach has not been
performed for any city in Ukraine yet, our study can hardly be
overvalued.

Thus, image differencing and classification/post-classification
comparison introduced in the previous section resulted in several
classified vector feature polygons. The latter indicated a change of
the LU status based on the NDVI identification for a given urban
parcel between two neighboring years as a shift of the first class of
“forest” to the second or the third class of “non-forest.” This LU
change has been accepted as a routine indicator of the
deforestation phenomenon in a city. Any UGAs gain was not
traced in the period mentioned. Hence, only a negative CD was
identified. This can be easily explained by an extremely high cost
and drastic lack of free urban lands in Kharkiv, as well as the
actual absence of the sustainable municipal greening policy.

Additional accuracy assessment has been done by overlaying the
vector polygonal features of USL (Figure 5) on relevant alternative
data. The data were obtained from the Global Land Analysis and
Discovery (GLAD) laboratory at the University of Maryland, which
provides updated stand loss data on a yearly basis. Inmost cases, there
is no information or only a minor one to the loss within urban
territories. Nonetheless, this overlay on the GLAD layer of the tree loss
in recent years in our region allows stating about a quite reliable
register of CD identified in our study’sUSL polygonal features to those
ones, which have exposed deforestation in recent years according to
this GLAD layer (Figure 7). Some defined mismatches can be
explained by the fact that the GLAD layer was lately updated in
2017 only, while the original polygonal features of this study also
reflected changes in the period of 2017–2020.

3.3.2 Results of Areal Measurements, Overlay, and
Areas of Urban Stand Loss Distributions per Year
We have emphasized in the methodical section that the USL layer
was primarily calculated as an aggregated one. A particular year
of loss could be selected by the standardized Digital Number
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(DN) column of this layer attribute table, in which integers
marked a certain year in the 2000–2020 period
(Supplementary Figure S8). The USL layer has been
partitioned for 20 selections by the Year attribute
(Supplementary Figure S9), with only 1 year excluded (2015).

The obtained yearly USL values were summarized as a total
areal value through all USL vector features related to a given year
(Table 2). The same data is presented in Figure 8. Thus, for 2015,
the stand loss was traced only for city suburbs. Therefore, this
year was excluded from the long-time analysis and exposed only
zero values in this graph view. The probable cause was already
mentioned above: the November 2014 Landsat dataset was
compared with that of March 2015 (Table 1). Thus, the yearly
NDVI maximus of these neighboring years might not be
representative at all. If we eliminate from this graph this 2015
extremum, as not objectively grounded one, then three other low
USL values are left: 1) those ones related to a set of 3 years,
2000–2002; 2) a value of 2008; and 3) a value of 2019. The first
local negative extremum (2000–2002) could hardly be put in the
correspondence with NDVI, calculated based on the Landsat 7
ETM+ by customized software that could build an NDVI map for
30 km2 only. Thus, we were unable to obtain a complete graph of
the NDVI progress schedule for an area at least relatively large
enough, as in Figure 4. A similar comment can be provided for

the negative extremum of 2008. If yearly USL values may
correspond with a long-term NDVI progress schedule, a more
effective estimation can be done for the period of 2015–2020,
where the NDVI is easily calculated by the basic LV image
browser functionality. With this comparison, it can be clearly
identified that the third extremum (2019) reliably correlates
with the two NDVI progress schedules selected for two AOIs:
one was in the central part of the urban territory (150 km2)
(Figure 3), while the other is in its northern part
(Supplementary Figure S6), where comparatively significant
areas of urban forest extend with them natural large forest
stands from the northwestern and the northern suburbs. The
third minimal USL value of the graph (Figure 8) does definitely
correlate with the NDVI schedule extremum in 2019 cold
season, which can be clearly traced on both graphs
(Figure 4, Supplementary Figure S10) and can be explained
by existing and then local environmental conditions. Although
two areas should be compared by NDVI by preferably 2D
mapping (Gupta et al., 2012; Battol et al., 2019), not by
graph views, aggregated NDVI values for the central AOI of
Kharkiv (Figure 4) can be defined as somewhat lower ones
(representative for dense built-up parcels) in comparison with
the northern AOI, where definitely more UGAs are located
(Supplementary Figure S10).

FIGURE 7 | Overlay of CD identified in this study’s USL polygonal features on the GLAD layer of deforestation in the region.
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Two Digital Kharkiv projects (GDK-1, QGIS; GDK-2,
ArcGIS) on the alternative GIS platforms were necessary for
the derivative processed result comparison, the interdependent
validation, and the provision of the supplementary data accuracy
assessment. Their completion allowed providing various GIS
outputs, already mentioned above, where necessary areal
measurements play a key performance. Thus, we already
referred to a total stand loss of 622 ha in 2000–2020, which
was defined for forest areas in the northern and northwestern
suburbs together with inner city areas of parks and gardens. A
total green area of Kharkiv, that is with tree stand existing now,
(Kharkiv substantive provisions general plan 2004, 2021) was
measured in GDK-2 project as 22400 ha, while a part of this
territory located within an official city boundary is equal to
5040 ha with urban forests, with 1649 ha of urban parks and
gardens only (Supplementary Figure S11). The mentioned
values include only compact tree stand, but not, for example,
single street trees, which belong to the Wood OSM sub-class.
This, as the results of URS processing data of GDK-2 project, is
quite comparable with GDK-1 based on the OSM sources. The
value of 8589 ha was reported in the QGIS 3.10 interface for all
LU subclasses of UGAs, which can be seen in the table of project
content in the QGIS 3.10 interface (Supplementary Figure S12).
It aggregates a total green area, not only those parcels, which are
with tree stands. If we are interested in area distribution through
all green subclasses, we can apply to the GDK-1 project with the
OSM LU classification and define that forest, garden, and park
subclasses make up 3601 + 76 + 959 = 4636 ha (Figure 9), while
probably some ones from stand parcels appear in the wood
subclass, which does explain the value difference of 5040 ha of
forests, parks, and gardens in GDK-2 projects and 4636 ha in
GDK-1.

The values of GDK-1 and GDK-2 obtained using both
innovative URS methods and reliable OSM sources clearly

disprove the relevant official information of city authorities,
according to which UGAs with stand in Kharkiv are as many
as around 15400 ha.

From 622 ha of total loss detected in the AOI (Figure 5), the
area within the city boundary exposed a loss of 149 ha only
(Figure 10). A total USL of 101 ha was detected for urban parks
and gardens, while for urban forests, it is 48 ha only
(Supplementary Figure S13), which definitely may mean
some more active built-up areas expansion to parks and
gardens than to urban forests.

Nonetheless, the notable anthropogenic impact can be traced
just in urban forests, particularly in the southern-western part of
the AOI of our study. The following visual illustrates some
modern construction of a building material factory on an
urban lake bank with a huge sandpit built recently in the
former urban forest (Supplementary Figure S14). Several USL
vector polygons as the results of block unit 1.5 (Figure 2) are
marked in that visual by yellow digits, identifiers of these
polygons.

Areal measurements of UGAs in Kharkiv, computed on the
basis of combined URS/GIS approach, prove that our city now
sustainably exceeds the UN standard of the green space value per
resident (30 sq.m): 50400183 sq.m (urban forests, parks,
gardens–subclasses with tree stand calculated in GDK-2)/
1447652 (a number of residents according to an OSM layer) ~
35 sq.m.

We also used the Intersect tool of the ArcGIS overlay analysis
functionality while attempting to identify the USL causing factors.
We chose a whole layer as input features and feature portions
from its overlapping identical features, which allowed providing
the attributes for an output feature class. Furthermore, we had to
consider the references that considered the vector polygonal
shapes as the ones affecting the overlay analysis efficiency
(Zhang et al., 2021). With the overlay analysis procedures (a

FIGURE 8 | Yearly USL values in 2000–2020 within the official urban territory of Kharkiv (a table view in Table 2) (GDK-2).
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geometric intersection of the aggregated USL layer with the
buildings layer as with the input feature class, Supplementary
Figure S15), we disproved one widely existing regional opinion
about a key cause of an urban stand loss such as an intensive and
widespread built-up development in Kharkiv. There is 16 ha of
the USL only during all these years directly because of housing
development. Nonetheless, the result of the intersection of the
USL layer with the streets and roads layers (understandably, with
inputting some areal buffer around linear intersecting features
(Zhang et al., 2021)) reported overlapped area up to 86 ha
(Supplementary Figure S16), what may reveal one of the key
USL factors in the period studied—the infrastructural
development.

As already emphasized above, a common USL layer was
partitioned for 20 selections (2015 was excluded) by a year
attribute. Twenty plots as the ArcGIS Graph View of loss
distribution among all polygons for a given year were built for
further comparison and analysis (Supplementary Figures
S17A–T). The diagram colors have been assigned due to the
basic color of a relevant layer (as a partitioned part of the total
USL layer) in the ArcGIS interface. It can be reasonable to analyze
all these graphs only by comparison with the overall USL progress

schedule (Figure 8) and with spatial distributions for polygons of
each selection by turning on and off their visibility step by step
(Supplementary Figure S9).

The lowest USL in 2000–2002, already discussed above as the
first negative extremum, is presented by the chaotic spatial
distributions of its polygon almost uniformly along all UGSs
in the Kharkiv area, while yearly diagrams differ in their forms:
quasi-normal distribution in 2000 (Supplementary Figure
S17A), bimodal one in 2001 (Supplementary Figure S17B),
and quasi-lognormal one in 2002 (Supplementary Figure
S17C). Thus, these three graph forms demonstrate distinct
differences. The diagrams of the following 3 years of
sustainable USL increase (2003–2005, Supplementary Figures
S17D–F) can be defined in some similar but chaotic forms with
many (6=>) modes. Related to these years, the USL layers
demonstrate up to nine polygon clusters, from which two are
in the central part of the city, the largest four are to the north and
the northwest from it (appearing here comparably significant
parcels of urban forests), two are in the same forests in the
southern part of the AOI, and one is in the southern-eastern part.
The years of USL decrease (2006–2008, Supplementary Figures
S17G–I) again display the quite chaotic spatial distribution of

FIGURE 9 | Area distribution of the OSM subclasses with tree stand in UGAs of Kharkiv: the total stand area of 4636 ha (GDK-1).
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USL polygons all over UGAs in the AOI, while diagram
distributions are somewhat “more recognizable” in comparison
with the former period: two diagrams are with three definite
modes (2006, 2008; Supplementary Figures S17G,I), while one
graph can be described as quasi-lognormal one (2007,
Supplementary Figure S17H). The graph that depicts
distribution for 2009—the year of positive extremum for a
whole study period—demonstrates the definitely modal
distribution, one sharp maximum in the right part of the plot,
for concluding ID polygons (Supplementary Figure S17J).
Notably, this year, polygons spatially are almost not located in
the northern and west-northern urban forests. Comparably, the
long period of the USL drop (2010–2016, Supplementary Figures
S17K–P) can be described by the modal distribution for 2010,
quite similar to that in 2009. The quasi-lognormal distribution
can be titled for 2011, while the quasi-normal one for 2016. These
three are only “recognizable” distributions in this period, while
spatial distributions of USL polygons do not reveal any new
regularities. Finally, the period of 2017-2020 displays the second
significant in a whole study term positive extremum in 2017 and
the third negative one in 2019. These both extremums indicate a
trend of USL polygons allocations in the northern and the
western-northern urban forest. The samples of statistical
distributions for this period can be titled as follows: quasi-
lognormal (2017, Supplementary Figure S17Q), chaotic,
“unrecognizable” (2018, Supplementary Figure S17R),
bimodal (2019, Supplementary Figure S17S), and quasi-
lognormal (2020, Supplementary Figure S17T).

The only conclusion can be made on the basis of analysis of
these 20 plots. The more intensive is USL in a given year, and the
less “recognizable” is the form of the USL value distribution

among polygons. Obviously, the procedures accomplished appear
to be insufficient to recognize the USL spatial patterns in our AOI.
Thus, we have to provide additional research techniques.

3.3.3 Results of Urban Stand Loss Spatial Pattern
Delineation
We identified, in this case, several land use classes, which can be
exposed to the USL, while only two ones (“urban forests,” “parks
and gardens”) were in another project, GDK-2 (Figure 9). All
procedural results described in this paper were accomplished
within the frameworks of the GDK-1 project.

As stated above, all centroids of the seven dominant point
feature USL classes within the 3-year periods of a temporal range
“January 1 of the first year–January 1 of the fourth year”
(Figure 11). This illustration clearly demonstrates the centroid
that hits the temporal class of stand loss according to the common
spatial distribution of these features within the city boundaries
and among the administrative districts of the city, whose spatial
allocation can be seen from this web map: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Kyivskyi_District,_Kharkiv.

The referred scheme of the dominant USL classes can be a
subject of analysis itself: it can be clearly seen that dominant loss
took place in the Shevchenkivskyi ward (a city district) of Kharkiv
in 2003–2006, which can be explained by both housing and
infrastructural network development in this area within the
mentioned period (Figure 11). It can be seen from this
illustration that, during the period mentioned, there was a loss
of UGAs in the Osnovianskyi and Slobidskyi wards of Kharkiv.
This trend can be observed in the period of 2006–2009 in
Moskovskyi, Nemyshlyanskyi, and Osnoviansky districts. From
2012 to 2015, a similar distribution can be observed in the

FIGURE 10 | Calculated areas of 149 ha due to the total USL values in urban forests, parks, and gardens within the city’s official border only (GDK-2).
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Kyivskyi ward. Regarding the finalized estimation period
(2018–2021), we can see statistically significant USL parcels in
the Shevchenkivskyi ward only.

Then, the USL centroids were overlaid on the layer of city
wards, as explained in the methodical section above (Figure 12).
It can be seen from it that some notable USL occurred within the
Osnovianskyi and Shevchenkivskyi wards in 2003–2006 and
2006–2009. The least USL can be objectively seen in territories
of the old industrial wards, Industrialnyi and Nemyshlyanskyi,
where fewer UGAs were traditionally located. According to this
map, we can conclude the minimal loss throughout all wards
occurred in 2000–2003.

We have already described in the methodical section how we
obtained the map of 10 green sub-classes, which correlates with
the USL dominant classes. Calculated dominant values of the
centroids were transferred into the green LU layer (Figure 13A.
This enabled seeing which USL classes were spatially bound to
particular LU types of UGAs (farmland, forests, garden, grass,
meadow, orchard, park, recreation ground, wood, zoo). This map
indicates that the most notable USL parcels occurred within a
forest park in the Shevchenkivskyi district. Some territories with
the average USL values and green agricultural LU are the
peripheral areas of Kyivskyi, Moskovskyi, Nemyshlyanskyi,
and Industrialnyi wards. At the same time, there are a few
considerable wood areas in the western peripheral locations of
the Kholodnohirskyi ward. By the way, one of the most surprising
findings is the insignificant USL in this suburban part of the latter
ward with few USL parcels related to the period of 2006–2009

(Figure 13A). Spatial comparison of the green LU types with the
classified USL centroids proves some conclusions made above
already: the largest losses of UGAs were observed in 2003–2006,
2006–2009, and 2015–2018 (Table 2, Figure 8).

As explained in the methodical section, the results of revealing
spatial correlation of urban stand loss with the green land use
classes were further reviewed by overlaying the centroid USL
layer on other layers displayed in previous maps: dominant USL
classes in UGAs with LU type polygons, a number of USL
centroids in administrative districts, subclasses of the green
urban LU associated with the dominant USL classes (Figures
11–13A). The derivative layer has been colorized by the UVM. As
a result, the spatial six dominant USL classes configured the
complete urban stand loss distribution within the whole city area.
These classes ranged in the UVM legend from the first to the
sixth, from left to right, with USL values increasing from lower to
higher classes (Figure 13B).

This finalized composite map matches our previous findings
made in this research. The greatest loss of the sixth class
throughout the whole period of evaluation occurred in the
northern part of the city area, where the biggest urban forests
(named “Lesopark”) are allocated (Shevchenkivskyi ward). It can
be definitely explained by existing environmental
conditions—the presence of forest stands in this urban area.

The fifth and the fourth USL spatial classes appeared only
fragmentarily to the South and South-West of the “Lesopark” area
(again Shevchenkivskyi, but also Kholodnohirskyi wards), which
can be explained by the large urban forest presence not far from

FIGURE 11 | Dominant classes of the USL in urban green areas within land use types polygons by 3-year periods in 2000–2021 (GDK-1).
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this location. Few selected parcels of these two classes can be
defined in the central part of Kharkiv, in Kyivskyi, Moskovskyi,
and Kholodnohirskyi wards. These parcels of relatively high USL
values can be caused by another reason compared with those
factors determining the sixth class delineation in the northern
part. The central part of the city can expose high USL values
owing to anthropogenic disturbance of permanent urban
infrastructural development in this area. On the contrary, a

comparatively large territory of the fourth USL class in the
southern part of Novobavarskyi ward should be explained by
environmental reasons exclusively (Figure 13B).

Despite being allocated fragmentarily, the third and second
USL spatial classes possess almost trice larger areas throughout
the city compared to the fifth and fourth classes. The
predominance of the classes with lower USL values and total
prevalence of the first class with its lowest values throughout the

FIGURE 12 | A number of the USL centroids within the administrative districts of Kharkiv in the period of 2000–2021 (GDK-1).

FIGURE 13 | (A) The subclasses of the green urban land use associated with the dominant classes of the USL centroids as the point features (GDK-1). (B) Six
spatial dominant classes of the urban stand loss in Kharkiv described by the numeric range: 0–>90 and colorized by the unique value methods.
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city area prove sustainable long-term dynamics of UGAs in
Kharkiv, keeping some balance between their expansion and
shrinking, but with minor trending to the latter one.

The latest illustration confirms the USL extremums in
2003–2006, 2006–2009, and 2015–2018 (Figure 13B).

3.4 Analysis of Changes in the
Infrastructural Component of Green Areas
of Kharkiv
Given the increasing density of urban development, we pay
attention to the infrastructural changes in cities. Urban parks
are an integral part of the general scheme of city greening. The
local authorities focus on the park’s development and
infrastructural transformation (Supplementary Material 2A).

The Kharkiv Economic and Social Development Program for
2020 has identified the following priority goals:

• Improving the aesthetic appearance of green facilities and
creating appropriate conditions for recreation of the city’s
residents, preventing vandalism acts.

• Providing green facilities of the city with the required
number of its own produced flower products, introducing
energy-saving technologies.

• Meeting the citizens’ cultural needs, creating conditions for
the artistic creativity development of the population,
conservation of green areas in Kharkiv.

• Improving the environmental condition of soils and
green areas

According to the list of investment projects for the facilities
construction, the Department of Public Utilities in Kharkiv
implemented the following projects at the expense of budget
funds in 2020 (Table 3).

In total, in 2020, the city government invested more than
153 million hryvnias in improving Kharkiv’s green areas at
the expense of the development budget, which indicates
the high interest of the local authorities in developing the
city’s green areas and improving its infrastructure.
Comparing the project goals of the Kharkiv Development
Strategies for 2020 and 2030 (Table 4) regarding the green
area’s development, we note that both documents focus on

TABLE 3 | The number of budget subsidies for the park areas development in the city of Kharkiv in 2020 (About the Program of economic and social development of Kharkiv
for 2020, 2021).

№ i/V Customer,
name of objects

Sources of
funding

Capital investments
in

2020, UAH

1 Reconstruction of Sarzhyn Yar on the street. Sarzhynska, 5 in Kharkiv. Adjustment (UPC “Kharkivzelenbud”) Development
budget

30,400,000.0

2 Reconstruction of Victory Park in Kharkiv (UPC Kharkivzelenbud) Development
budget

119,000,000.0

3 Reconstruction of the square named after F. Safarov (Dudinska Street-Lyubov Mala Avenue) in Kharkiv.
Adjustments (UPC Kharkivzelenbud)

Development
budget

160,375.0

4 Reconstruction of the park of culture and recreation “Youth,” at the address: st. Poltavsky Shlyakh, 196 in Kharkiv
(KP “Association of Culture and Recreation Parks of Kharkiv”)

Development
budget

1,000,000.0

5 Reconstruction of the park of culture and recreation “Named after Mayakovsky,” at the address: st. Myru, 3 in
Kharkiv (KP “Association of Parks of Culture and Recreation of Kharkiv”)

Development
budget

1,000,000.0

6 Reconstruction of the park of culture and recreation “Green Grove,” at the address: st. Biblika, 48 in Kharkiv (KP
“Association of Parks of Culture and Recreation of Kharkiv”)

Development
budget

1,000,000.0

7 Reconstruction of the park of culture and recreation “Meeting,” at the address: st. Kharkiv Divisions, 29 in Kharkiv
(KP “Association of Parks of Culture and Recreation of Kharkiv”)

Development
budget

1,000,000.0

Total Development
budget

153,560,375.00

TABLE 4 | Perspective development of UGAs of Kharkiv in accordance with the Strategy of development of the city of Kharkiv until 2020 and 2030 (Development Strategy of
Kharkiv until 2020, 2021; Development Strategy of Kharkiv until 2030, 2021).

Document, year Greenery area Main features Strategic development goals

Kharkiv City Development
Strategy until 2020

As of 2016, the total area of greenery in the
city is 15.4 thousand hectares

Kharkiv ranks 1st in the area of the
green zone among the cities of Ukraine

Development of Kharkiv in terms of the concept of
“green city”

The green areas condition needs to be
improved

Large-scale reconstruction of the green network of
city districts to increase their energy efficiency
Vision of the city, a large European green and
environmental city

Kharkiv City Development
Strategy until 2030

As of 2021, the total area of greenery in the
city of Kharkiv is 13.5 thousand hectares

Large areas of greenery Transition to the “green city”
Uneven provision of green areas in the
city districts

Creation of high-quality public space with equal
access to green areas
Development of a low-carbon economy in
accordance with the “green course”
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the concept of the “green city” and the city’s integrated green
area development.

Kharkiv was one of the first cities to launch the Smart City
UA project in Ukraine. In October 2021, Kharkiv joined the
EBRD Green Cities, which will form an action program to meet
the environmental needs and create a more promising and
sustainable future for citizens (EBRD Green Cities, 2021;
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 2021).
Under this program, the EBRD and other financial institutions
aim to finance the modernization of energy efficiency and
infrastructure, transport, lighting and roads, water supply
and sanitation, renewable energy sources, solid waste
management systems, and so on. Therefore, the
memorandum provides a comprehensive analysis of the
environmental situation in the city, preparation of measures
to improve it, identifying areas of priority investment, and so on

through finance, flight loans, and grants (Kharkiv joins Green
Cities programme, 2021).

The existing parks, squares, and other UGAs do not interact in
such a way and cannot fully affect the environmental corridor. In
this regard, the infrastructural and planning public organization
“Other Way” proposed the project “Green Network of Kharkiv,”
which is the basis of the Development Strategy of Kharkiv until
2030 and supports implementation by the city administration.
Kharkiv “Kharkiv joins Green Cities programme, 2021”
(Figure 14) is designed as an infrastructural element that
should promote the integration of human and nature in the
urban system, establish information, and energy exchange within
this system; allow city’s residents to interact more closely and feel
reunited with the natural environment, provide recreation near
the residence and workplaces of citizens (Igor Terekhov spoke,
2021). This is a good opportunity for walking and cycling in the

FIGURE 14 | “Green framework” of Kharkiv (Official site of Kharkiv City Council, 2021b).
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city of various durations on the new routes, which will provide
more comfortable moving through the city and somewhat relieve
traffic on the city’s main streets due to the “green alternative.” An
urgent problem for Kharkiv at the moment is the city streets,
which are evaluated mainly based on transport capacity and do
not consider the comfort for cyclists or pedestrians, the greening
level, which is the first step towards forming a single “green
framework” of Kharkiv.

Moreover, forming a “green network” will help expand the
city’s socio-cultural function because it will widen the conditions
for recreation and communication of citizens. The Green
Network can become an open space for art exhibitions,
plenaries, and open-air workshops. It is also essential to build
transit routes through peripheral parks, increasing their
attendance and safety and creating a specific impetus for
development. A possible scenario for the transformation of
Kharkiv’s green areas is the opening of special-purpose green
areas, those located near hospitals, educational institutions, and
so on, for all willing vacationers, that is, their transfer to public
status. At the same time, it is necessary to consider the socio-
psychological side of this issue: the moral and psychological
condition of patients, the safety level for students, and so on.

The combination of green areas of the city in a coordinated
system provides an opportunity to develop new urban tourist
routes. The landscape design techniques provide a wide range of
functions and enable these spaces to be green, environmental, and
creative. The green network will connect the city road and
eliminate the existing dividers (railways, highways, abandoned
industrial areas, etc.) by greening the streets and other public
spaces.

4 CONCLUSION

UGAs are a part of the social space and a vital part of the urban
landscape, which provides the population’s needs for recreation,
quality pastime, psychological pressure and stress reduction,
rehabilitation, and so on. Thanks to the green areas, the cities
become more comfortable and healthy for living
(environmentally friendly). Green areas have significantly
expanded their functions in the current conditions of
urbanization and gentrification. In addition to sanitary,
hygienic, recreational, health, and environmental functions,
they are increasingly becoming places of open public spaces to
meet society’s needs.

The feature of our study is the green areas of Kharkiv. Kharkiv
is the second-largest (by human and economic potential) city in
Ukraine, a modern city with a developed infrastructure, a
scientific, educational, cultural, and economic center of
Ukraine. According to official data, each city inhabitant has
about 107 sq.m of green areas at a rate of 50 sq.m, as the
WHO determined. Our calculations revealed that one
inhabitant of Kharkiv has 35 sq.m of greenery, which exceeds
the UN’s standard (30 sq.m). Compared to other Ukrainian cities,
Kharkiv has a high supply of green areas concerning the
population, and it is the second only to the capital, the city
of Kyiv.

The study analyzes the dynamics of the spatial and functional
organization of the UGA according to the Master Plans, plan
maps, and functional zoning of the city for 1867–2019. The area
of Kharkiv has been expanding significantly during its existence,
including large suburban areas and, accordingly, green areas.
Unfortunately, planning documentation does not provide a clear
functional division of the city into appropriate zones. Therefore, it
is quite challenging to establish the dynamics of the UGAs with
this data segment. Also, this uncertainty makes it possible for
construction companies of the city to use certain parts of green
areas for housing, which leads to a reduction in the greenery area
in the city. The peripheral green areas have become important
after the large-scale development of big residential areas during
rapid industrial development in remote areas of the city. They
provide opportunities for population recreation near living
places. Contemporary, the central UGAs are the most
comprehensively developed ones while the peripheral UGAs
are developing gradually, they are less developed, not so
covered by infrastructural components. However, due to the
current active housing development and gentrification of the
territory, the peripheral UGAs are gradually reduced, requiring
urgent measures to expand and improve the infrastructure to
perform their recreational functions.

GIS analysis is themost effective tool for establishing the current
state and monitoring of the UGA spatial transformations. We used
a wide range of GIS platforms and online resources due to the lack
of a digital cadastre for any thematic municipal area of Kharkiv.
Therefore, the results are unique and scientifically sound. The
article presents an original combined approach using urban remote
sensing/GIS based on change detection (CD). The primary data of
GIS analysis are satellite images for more than 20 years
(2000–2020), obtained from EOS Data Analytics (https://eos.
com), the most prominent Ukrainian provider of satellite image
data. For further image processing, we applied an updated version
of the geospatial web services EOS, LandViewer, and Forest
Monitoring (using CD technology). We used the Intersect tool
of the ArcGIS overlay analysis for seeking factors of the UGAs
losses. We have identified such classes of land use as urban forests,
parks, and gardens using the extended data of the Open Street Map
on the areas’ functional purpose of Kharkiv, available under the
QGIS module. The results of the spatial GIS analysis of UGAs of
Kharkiv demonstrated that UGAs were not expanding and
partially shrinking during the study period. It is accounted for
the intensive construction of the residential neighborhoods,
primarily peripheral areas, infrastructure development, and
expansion of the city transport network. In order to verify the
results obtained, we used two alternative GIS projects:
“KharkivTimes, 2021” on the open-source QGIS 3.10 software
platform combined with Open Street Map vector layers and in the
ArcGIS 10.2 interface due to the update from satellite imagery
processing. The usage of different approaches to the analysis
allowed characterizing configuration and planar parameters of
the UGAs for the study period. The greenery area has been
reducing over the past 20 years despite many recreation places
for the population, such as parks, squares, and gardens.

Thus, the present study revealed that a total stand loss for the
Kharkiv region (with forest areas in the suburbs) in the past
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20 years (2000–2020) was substantially lower (2.78%) than a
corresponding value for a whole country (around 9%).
Although, for the city territory, this value was somewhat
higher (2.96%), some sustainable trend of UGAs functioning
without more or less significant decrease could be proved as
existing in a long-term perspective. It was the first research issue
addressed. For the second research issue, this study revealed, on
the basis of the spatial pattern distribution, two definite factors of
stand loss: rapid infrastructural development in the past 20 years
and the latent anthropogenic impact. The third and major
research issue introduced the original URS/GIS approach to
study urban green areas.

The infrastructure of the UGAs is rapidly improved and
optimized due to their consolidation and infrastructural
transformations. This is due to objective factors such as changes
in the functions of these UGAs and the population’s need for better
and more comfortable recreation and leisure. Infrastructural
changes have a clear socio-demographic direction. UGAs of
Kharkiv have undergone significant qualitative and quantitative
changes during its existence and development. The question is
whether the remaining UGAs can meet the urban residents’ needs
and whether urgent action is needed to increase these areas as the
forest parks grow dozens and sometimes even hundreds of years.
Unfortunately, Master Plans of Kharkiv Development Strategies do
not provide comprehensive thematic information on the territories
and qualitative characteristics of the UGAs because some outdated
methodologies were used for evaluation while these documents
were completed. The whole issue can be resolved with the
involvement of the urban remote sensing/geoinformation
approach only.
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